
Weekend run at Lake Ruataniwha - GCH3 run #1749 
 

 
 
Saturday 
 
As I got elected to write this weeks garbage guess I better make it good. 
We started a our journey south toward Twizel under the cloud cover of the ever 
threatening cyclone Lucy and of course not aware of the enjoyment that was shared 
by the individuals the arrived ahead of us on Friday night. 
This was going to be interesting. 
 
We arrived on time 11 am to unload and enjoy some pre run drinks, 
That was when it hit not Lucy but Go’n down outside her cabin getting rid of what 
was the previous nights drinks. First wave over so I walked over to find the others 
only to see RLD emerge from the same cabin and with one look at me the second 
wave came out must have been one hell of night or maybe I had a hair out of place 
something made her spew. 
 
Finally we all assembled Worka,6.3, Flapper, Mole, PKB, Fridgy Triple S, Hailey, 
Go’n Down and Orf Fuc waiting for instruction. It was off to the boat ramps by car a 
quick set up and the first of us loaded on the boat to taken to the first check. Upon 
arrival we waited for the second group to show and off  with Worka being our live 
hare. Following the road ways and at one point seeing Orf do his impersonation of a 
mime by pretending to climb over a fence, funny thing was I didn’t think it was 
electric but he sure shook like it was. 
 
We stopped at the Salmon breading area just to have a look around and those of you 
who just happen to see the Facebook  Picture this is where the Salmon came from. 
OnOn to the first piss stop and meet by the boat with some cold drinks we were given 
a choice to take the short cut by tube back or OnOn by shore.  

 



Back at our OnOn area we enjoyed so lunch and a bit of a play with the Jetski 
provided by PKB fun for all. 
 
Dinner was of course the Salmon catch (purchased) same thing. 
There were fine but can’t remember them defiantly RLD for seeing Klingon then 
spewing. That kinda became the theme. 
 
Sunday. 
Most of the recovering run was a blur cause I woke up and looked into the mirror did 
spew but totally understood why RLD did!!!! 
A bit of lunch and we were all away. 
Thanks go out to Triple S & Hailey as well as Flapper and Worka for a great 
weekend. 
 
OnOn, 
Klingon (gulp) 
 
 
Next weeks run  25th March   Firkin    14 Cellars Way off 
Buchanon Rd 
 
 
 
Winter Camp/GCH3  30th anniversary run   27th June   Parnassus 
Theme for the weekend….”1984” 


